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THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER 

FINANCIAL AUDIT 
 

Audit Report on the Expenditures Submitted by 
PURVIS Systems Incorporated for Its Contracts 

with the New York City Fire Department 

FM13-054A   
 

AUDIT REPORT IN BRIEF 

PURVIS Systems Incorporated (PURVIS) specializes in providing technology and 
communications services and systems to the public sector.  During our scope period (July 1, 
2004, to October 2012), PURVIS had six multi-year contracts with the New York City Fire 
Department (FDNY).  Five of these contracts were procured utilizing the New York State Office 
of General Services (OGS) Back-Drop contracts.      Those five contracts, with a total contract 
amount of $98.1 million, required PURVIS to provide services such as: maintain and repair the 
Starfire Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system; maintain and repair the Voice Alarm (VA) 
system; provide upgrades to the Emergency Reporting System (ERS) and Electro-Mechanical 
Alarm Display System (EMADS); design and install a new digital voice alarm system; and  
design and install an electronic Patient Tracking System (PTS).  

Payment invoices were submitted on a monthly basis.  The invoices, along with the supporting 
documents, are first reviewed and approved by FDNY project managers who were assigned to 
the project.  They are then reviewed by FDNY Contract Unit staff who verifies that the hourly 
rates charged correspond to the contract and to ensure that the contract has not exceeded its 
not-to-exceed amounts. As of October 2012, FDNY paid PURVIS approximately $93.5 million 
for these five contracts.  Table I lists the project description and the total value of each of the five 
contracts.  

Audit Findings and Conclusion 

We could not determine whether PURVIS accurately and properly billed the City in accordance 
with the terms of five City contracts because of deficiencies in FDNY’s contract management.  
Specifically, FDNY did not require PURVIS to provide detailed information on its consultants’ 
timesheets that would allow verification of the work hours and work locations (which affected the 
rate paid) and did not include non-travel rates for certain titles within its contracts despite the 
fact that some consultants with these titles did not travel.  FDNY also did not ensure that 
consultants were qualified for their respective work titles.  These deficiencies resulted in FDNY 
approving payments without sufficient documentation.  Based on the audit of the documentation 
available, we question $1.12 million in payments made to PURVIS.  
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FDNY also paid PURVIS for hardware purchases prior to the hardware being delivered to 
FDNY, and there was no pre-approval of the hardware purchases as required by the contract.  
In addition, we question whether FDNY obtained the best price for the City when three of the 
five contracts were negotiated.  The three contracts reviewed were signed within a month of 
each other, yet the hourly rates varied from 16 percent to 51 percent for the same OGS titles.  If 
the three contracts were negotiated with the lowest hourly rates for each title, the City could 
have saved an estimated $7.02 million over the terms of the two contracts with the higher hourly 
rate.   

Lastly, PURVIS had a significant mark-up for services that it obtained from subcontractors. 
These “mark-ups” ranged from 9 percent to 288 percent.    Our research found that several 
municipalities impose limits on the amount of these markups, ranging from 0 percent to 10 
percent. Had FDNY imposed a maximum of a 10 percent subcontractor “mark-up” on these 
contracts, the City could have saved an estimated $4.6 million. 

Audit Recommendations 

FDNY should: 

 Consider seeking reimbursement for the $1,119,516 ($870,719 for non-travel 
staffing billed at travel rate + $248,797 for staff who did not qualify for the titles 
billed).  

  Ensure that all  future contracts: 

 Include non-travel rate titles that correspond to travel rate titles when 
applicable.  

 Require its contractors to provide more detailed information on the 
timesheets, including but not limited to: 

 A more detailed description by project on the work they performed. 

 Work location for each specific project. 

 Consider that all future contracts include a clause:  

 To ensure that the City is getting the best pricing from its contractors and 
that any cost savings are being passed along to the City.  

 That limits the mark-up a contractor can charge on services or materials 
to ensure the City is getting the best pricing from its vendors.  

 Strengthen the control on its payment approval process by: 

 Ensuring that the consultants worked the hours that FDNY is billed for. 

 Verifying the work location of consultants to ensure that the correct hourly 
rate is being used to bill the City. 

 Ensuring consultants qualify for the title they are using to bill the City. 
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 Ensuring that hardware purchased by the contractor is necessary and 
only used on a FDNY project.  FDNY should pre-approve all hardware 
purchases in writing, especially items sent to a non-FDNY site. 

 Ensuring that contractor payments on hardware purchases are being 
made in accordance with the contract terms. 

 Requiring supervisory signature by its vendor prior to the submission of 
subcontractor timesheets. 

 Ensure that contractors awarded multiple contracts for similar services are 
providing the best price on those contracts.  

Agency Response 

FDNY officials disagreed with the audit’s findings and conclusions and disagreed with most 
aspects of the recommendations.  In their response, PURVIS officials believe they were fully 
compliant with all contract requirements. We disagree with FDNY’s and PURVIS’s positions. We 
encourage FDNY officials to revisit their position as we believe that implementation of the 
recommendations would improve FDNY’s contract negotiation and payment processes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

PURVIS specializes in providing technology and communications services and systems to the 
public sector.  During our scope period (July 1, 2004, to October 2012), PURVIS had six multi-
year contracts with the FDNY.  Five of these contracts were procured utilizing the New York 
State OGS Back-Drop contracts.1,2     Those five contracts, with a total contract amount of $98.1 
million, required PURVIS to provide services such as: maintain and repair the Starfire CAD 
system; maintain and repair the VA system; provide upgrades to the ERS and EMADS; design 
and install a new digital voice alarm system; and  design and install an electronic PTS.  

Payment invoices were submitted on a monthly basis.  The invoices, along with the supporting 
documents, are first reviewed and approved by FDNY project managers who were assigned to 
the project.  They are then reviewed by FDNY Contract Unit staff who verifies that the hourly 
rates charged correspond to the contract and to ensure that the contract has not exceeded its 
not-to-exceed amounts. As of October 2012, FDNY paid to PURVIS approximately $93.5 million 
for these five contracts.  Table I lists the project description and the total value of each of the five 
contracts.  

Table I 

List of PURVIS Contracts 

Project Descriptions 
Contract 
Amount 

(in millions) 

Amount Paid as 
of October 2012 

(in millions) 

Contract 
Start Date 

Contract 
End Date 

Maintain and Repair Starfire CAD 
System 

$22.1  $22.1 03/07/2005 03/06/2012 

Modernization of the Emergency 
Reporting System and the Electro-
Mechanical Alarm Display System 

$41.1  $39.9 04/18/2005* 10/16/2012 

Design, Fabrication, and Installation 
Services for the Modernization of the 
Voice Alarm  System 

$12.2  $12.0 03/14/2005 09/13/2011 

Maintain and Repair of the Voice 
Alarm System 

$17.2  $17.2 11/07/2005 05/06/2012 

Design, Implement, and Deliver an 
Electronic Patient Tracking System 

$5.5 $2.3 02/05/2007 02/21/2013 

Total $98.1 $93.5   
*This project began in 2001 and suspended in 2003.  The project was subsequently re-registered under a 
new registration process initiated by the City in 2005.  The scope of services and contract amount were 
increased with the same 2001 pricing structure.  

                                                        
1 A sixth contract was procured utilizing the services of the U.S. General Services Administration. This contract started in December 
2011 and was not included in this audit because it was in the very early stages at the time our audit began.   
2 OGS establishes backdrop contracts that prequalify vendors for provision of services. These contracts establish standard terms 
and conditions, set maximum not-to-exceed prices, and satisfy many legal requirements associated with procurements. 
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Objectives 

The objectives of this audit were to determine whether PURVIS accurately and properly billed 
the City in accordance with the terms of its City contracts and whether FDNY adequately 
monitored the bills submitted by PURVIS.  

Scope and Methodology Statement  

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives.   We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable 
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  This audit was conducted 
in accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, 
§93, of the New York City Charter. 

The scope of this audit was July 1, 2004, to October 2012.  Please refer to the Detailed Scope 
and Methodology at the end of this report for the specific procedures and tests that were 
conducted.  

Discussion of Audit Results 

The matters covered in this report were discussed with both FDNY and PURVIS officials during 
and at the conclusion of this audit.  A preliminary draft report was sent to both FDNY and 
PURVIS officials and discussed at exit conferences held on April 25, 2013 (FDNY) and April 26, 
2013 (PURVIS).  On May 3, 2013, we submitted a draft report to FDNY and PURVIS officials 
with a request for comments.  We received written responses from both FDNY and PURVIS on 
May 17, 2013.  

FDNY officials disagreed with the audit’s findings and conclusions and disagreed with most 
aspects of the recommendations. FDNY officials attempted to detract from and diminish the 
audit’s primary finding, internal control weaknesses in FDNY’s contract negotiating and payment 
approval processes. Throughout their response, FDNY officials attempted to bolster the 
appearance of the effectiveness of their project management and contract administration over 
the PURVIS agreements.  Unfortunately, FDNY fails to grasp the ramifications of the identified 
weaknesses in internal controls.   These weaknesses leave the agency vulnerable to waste and 
abuse and may result in excessive costs related to time- and material-based contracts.  
  
In their response, PURVIS officials stated, “We are committed to performing high-quality; 
accurate work for the New York City Fire Department, as evidence by the fact that less than 2% 
of the $93.5 million in work that was reviewed was in question. We intend to continue to be fully 
compliant with all contract requirements governing existing and future work for the FDNY…”   

We disagree with FDNY’s and PURVIS’s positions. Further, we encourage FDNY officials to 
revisit their position as we believe that implementation of the recommendations would improve 
FDNY’s contract negotiation and payment processes and save the City needed resources. With 
regard to PURVIS’s response, PURVIS officials are disingenuous in characterizing the amounts 
cited in this audit as being minimal and not agreeing to reimburse the City.      
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The full text of the responses received from FDNY and PURVIS are included as addenda to this 
report.  Our detailed comments concerning the FDNY and PURVIS responses are discussed on 
page 23 of this report.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We could not determine whether PURVIS accurately and properly billed the City in accordance 
with the terms of five City contracts because of deficiencies in FDNY’s contract management.  
Specifically, FDNY did not require PURVIS to provide detailed information on its consultants’ 
timesheets that would allow verification of the work hours and work locations (which affected the 
rate paid) and did not include non-travel rates for certain titles within its contracts despite the 
fact that some consultants with these titles did not travel.  FDNY also did not ensure that 
consultants were qualified for their respective work titles.  These deficiencies resulted in FDNY 
approving payments without sufficient documentation.  Based on the audit of the documentation 
available, we question $1.12 million in payments made to PURVIS.  

FDNY also paid PURVIS for hardware purchases prior to the hardware being delivered to 
FDNY, and there was no pre-approval of the hardware purchases as required by the contract.  
In addition, we question whether FDNY obtained the best price for the City when three of the 
five contracts were signed.3  The three contracts reviewed were signed within a month of each 
other, yet the hourly rates varied from 16 percent to 51 percent for the same OGS titles.  If the 
three contracts were negotiated with the lowest hourly rates for each title, the City could have 
saved an estimated $7.02 million over the terms of the two contracts with the higher hourly rate.   

Lastly, PURVIS had a significant mark-up for services that it obtained from subcontractors. 
These “mark-ups” ranged from 9 percent to 288 percent.    Our research found that several 
municipalities impose limits on the amount of these markups, ranging from 0 percent to 10 
percent. Had FDNY imposed a maximum of a 10 percent subcontractor “mark-up” on these 
contracts, the City could have saved an estimated $4.6 million. 

Internal Control Weakness in FDNY’s 
Contract Negotiating and Payment Approval 
Processes 

FDNY’s system of internal controls for its contract negotiating and payment approval processes 
has significant deficiencies that prevent FDNY from determining whether PURVIS accurately 
and properly billed the City.  Although the contracts require that “The Contractor shall submit any 
and all documentation and justification in support of expenditures or fees under this Agreement,” 
the supporting documentation required by FDNY is insufficient to justify whether PURVIS’s 
billings were reasonable and appropriate.  Specifically, FDNY did not require consultant 
timesheets to include: 

 a detailed description of the work performed,  

 the work location (which affected the rate paid), 

 actual daily start and end time worked on each task/project, and 

 a FDNY project manager signature indicating oversight of the work performed.   

                                                        
3 The three contracts were for Maintenance and Repair of the Starfire System, Modernization of the ERS/EMADS, and the Design, 
Fabrication, and Installation Services for the Modernization of the Voice Alarm System. 
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Further, FDNY did not require a PURVIS official to sign subcontractors’ timesheets,  which 
would indicate to FDNY that a PURVIS supervisor was certifying the work performed by 
subcontractors.  

When we spoke to FDNY officials regarding how FDNY verifies the reasonableness and 
appropriateness of PURVIS payment invoices, FDNY officials informed us that because 
PURVIS contracts are not-to-exceed fixed cap deliverable contracts, PURVIS bills hours as the 
project progress. FDNY’s view is that as long as PURVIS completes the work without exceeding 
the contract cap amount, PURVIS met its contractual obligation.  FDNY’s treatment of these 
contracts as fixed price rather than as time and material could result in the projects being 
completed at a higher cost than necessary. 

Under time and material contracts, FDNY project managers need the necessary information to 
closely monitor contractor performance by verifying labor hours to specific labor categories.  
FDNY’s contracts should have required PURVIS to submit timesheets with more detailed 
descriptions of work performed, hours per project, and work locations so that FDNY could verify 
the hours being billed for each consultant and that correct hourly rates were being used.  If the 
consultants’ timesheets had more detail, FDNY would have been able to more closely monitor 
the contract expenses by comparing timesheets to invoices and possibly reducing the cost to 
the City.     

FDNY’s payment approval process also did not require that hardware purchases have FDNY 
written pre-approval nor did it require FDNY’s sign-off indicating acceptance of the hardware 
prior to reimbursing PURVIS for the hardware purchased as required in the contract.  These 
deficiencies prevented us from determining whether consultants are being paid the correct 
hourly rate and payments are made only for services and materials that are required and 
actually provided.  

Insufficient Details on Consultants’ Timesheets 
 
FDNY did not require PURVIS to provide detailed information on consultants’ timesheets to 
allow verification of the work hours and work location.   (See Appendix I and Appendix II for a 
sample of a PURVIS employee timesheet and a subcontractor timesheet.)  The contracts 
required that “The Contractor shall submit any and all documentation and justification in support 
of expenditures or fees under this Agreement…”  Four of the contracts required that expenses 
be billed on a time and material basis.4  Three of the five contracts reviewed allow two different 
rates for the same title, one rate for work performed at FDNY facilities (travel rate) and a 
separate rate for a PURVIS location (off site).5 For example, a Project Analyst Level II title had a 
regular hourly rate for work performed at a PURVIS facility of $100 and a more expensive hourly 
rate (travel rate) of $141 for work performed at FDNY facilities (on site).   

The timesheets used by PURVIS employees and subcontractor consultants do not provide any 
detailed description of the work performed,  the location where the work was performed, or the 
daily actual start and end times worked on each task/project.   For example, during August and 
September 2010, FDNY paid PURVIS a total of $1,396,678 for services performed under the 
five contracts.  Approximately 47 percent or $649,797 was for labor charges.  Although the 

                                                        
4 The fifth contract for the Maintenance and Repair Services of the Voice Alarm System is a Firm Fixed Price contract that does not 
require the review of consultants’ hours or timesheets. 
5 The three contracts are  the Maintenance and Repair of the Starfire System, Modernization of the Emergency Reporting System 
and the Electro-Mechanical Alarm Display System, and Design, Fabrication, and Installation Services for the Modernization of the 
Voice Alarm System. 
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hours billed matched the number of hours stated on the consultants’ timesheets, the timesheets 
only captured the number of hours the consultants charged on each task. As shown in Appendix 
I and Appendix II, the consultant’s timesheet does not document any detail of the work 
performed, the location where the work was performed, or the actual start and end times worked 
on each task/project.   This was true of all the timesheets during our scope period.  As a result, 
we were unable to determine whether the $649,797 paid to PURVIS during August and 
September 2010 was billed at the correct hourly rate and for the correct number of hours 
worked by each consultant. 

In addition, the subcontractors’ timesheets do not require any supervisory sign-off (see 
Appendix II). Without independent verification by PURVIS or FDNY, these timesheets as 
submitted lacked adequate information to ensure that payment was for appropriate services 
rendered and that consultants actually worked on FDNY-related projects.  

Moreover, most consultants worked at PURVIS’s Rhode Island, Queens Village, and Port 
Jefferson locations (off site).  Of the $649,797 in labor charges during August and September 
2010, $507,221 (78 percent) was billed at the higher hourly travel rate.  Due to the lack of 
information on the timesheets, we could not determine whether the high percentage of labor 
charges using the travel rates was justified.  For example, for both Thursday and Friday during 
the week ending April 22, 2007, a consultant recorded that he worked on the ERS 
Modernization Contract for four hours and worked another four hours on the Voice Alarm 
Modernization contract. On the consultant’s timesheet (see Appendix II), this work was 
described as “project documentation.”  For both of these days, PURVIS billed four hours at the 
regular rate and four hours at the travel rate.  Because the timesheet did not specify work 
locations, there is nothing to support charging the higher travel rate for these eight hours.  In 
addition, the task description does not give enough information to determine if the hours 
charged were justified.   

Consultant timesheets clearly lack critical information to support the hours and the rates being 
charged by PURVIS and the location where the work was performed.  During negotiation with 
FDNY, PURVIS negotiated certain titles with a travel rate and non-travel rate. It also negotiated 
certain titles with only travel rate, indicating that all consultants using those titles will be working 
at FDNY facilities. It then negotiated other titles only as non-travel.  For the audit scope period, 
PURVIS billed nine consultants at the travel rate yet informed us that these nine consultants 
only worked at off-site locations. Their timesheets did not indicate any information to contradict 
PURVIS’s assertion that the nine individuals did not travel and, therefore, the hours billed for 
those consultants should be billed at the regular rate.  The contracts, however, do not always 
contain both the regular hourly rate and travel rate for every title.  Some contracts only have a 
travel rate despite the fact that some of the consultants in those titles do not travel.     Only four 
of those nine consultants’ titles contain both a regular and travel rate in their contracts.  This 
inconsistency could indicate that the FDNY might have overpaid up to an estimated $870,719 to 
PURVIS for services incorrectly billed at the travel rates for these nine consultants.6   

FDNY is unable to verify the hours charged by consultants or the location where the work was 
performed when they reviewed PURVIS invoices because this information is not included on the 
timesheets.  Timesheets are only used to verify that the title and the hourly rate charged 
correspond to the terms of the contract.  According to FDNY officials, “The pricing for work for 

                                                        
6 For four consultants’ titles that contain both regular and travel rates, we used the difference between the two rates and multiplied 
the total number of hours billed to come up with the overpaid amount of $493,672.  For the remaining five consultants who only had 
a travel rate, we calculated the average difference between those consultant titles that contained both travel and non-travel rates. 
Then we multiplied that difference by the number of hours worked by the five consultants for the audit scope period and estimated 
an overpayment of $377,047.  
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each of these contracts are Fixed Cap Deliverables.  Each deliverable is supported by the 
projected number of labor hours to complete the work.  The vendor must complete all work and 
cannot exceed the fixed price cap of the contract.”  On the contrary, the five contracts that we 
reviewed all have a not-to-exceed contract amount.  It appears that FDNY’s main concern is 
that the hours billed by PURVIS do not exceed the budgeted hours. However, FDNY is not 
ensuring that the hours billed and hourly rates charged are justified.  FDNY effectively has 
eliminated any possibility of paying less than the maximum (not-to-exceed) amount allowable 
under the contracts.   

Questionable PURVIS Titles Billed 

PURVIS incorrectly billed the City for seven consultants who did not qualify to be billed as a 
Programmer Analysts.  Our review of the in-office titles and associated job descriptions provided 
by PURVIS found that these seven consultants did not qualify for the Programmer/Analyst rates 
PURVIS billed the City (see Appendix III for the job description of the in-office titles).  For our 
audit scope period, PURVIS billed 2,864 hours, totaling $248,797, for these seven consultants. 
Without the proper qualifications or experience, we question how these consultants performed 
writing application software, programming, and software conversions.  Table II shows the in-
office administrative titles and the contract titles PURVIS billed for its consultants. 

Table II 

Questionable Titles Billed 

PURVIS Employee PURVIS Administrative Title Title Billed* Cumulative Cost 

# 1 Administrative Assistant PA I $15,091 

# 2 Administrative Assistant/Graphic Artist PA I $28,661 

# 3 Purchasing Clerk PA I $139,567 

# 4 Contracts / Financial Analyst PA II $32,854 

# 5 Contracts / Financial Analyst PA II $28,750 

# 6 Contracts / Financial Analyst PA II $3,473 

# 7 Contracts Manager PA II $401 

*PA – Program Analyst                                                              Total Cost $248,797 
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Inadequate Oversight on Hardware Purchases 

FDNY has inadequate control over hardware purchases made by PURVIS.  This raises the 
question of whether the hardware purchased was needed and was used solely on FDNY 
projects.  Hardware purchases made by PURVIS were not pre-approved by FDNY’s project 
managers as required by two contracts (Modernization of the Voice Alarm System and the 
Patient Tracking System).  Further, most of the hardware purchased was shipped to PURVIS’s 
Rhode Island location.  According to FDNY officials, hardware was assembled in Rhode Island 
and subsequently shipped to FDNY for installation and acceptance.  FDNY would sign payment 
vouchers for hardware delivered to Rhode Island without verifying the completeness of the 
delivery. 

The Design, Fabrication, and Installation Services for the Modernization of the Voice Alarm 
System contract states, “equipment selected shall be approved in writing by the FDNY prior to 
procurement by the contractor.”  According to FDNY officials, PURVIS initiated hardware 
purchases for the Design, Fabrication, and Installation Services for the Modernization of the 
Voice Alarm System contract as part of their task to deliver complete modernized systems for 
the project.  Without written pre-approval from the FDNY project managers on hardware 
purchases and FDNY’s verification being performed during the delivery of the finished product, 
there is no assurance that all the components purchased were used on the FDNY contracts to 
which they were invoiced.   

We reviewed eight months of invoices for PURVIS hardware purchases. FDNY was billed 
$564,977 for these hardware purchases. FDNY paid these invoices upon the delivery of the 
hardware (mostly to PURVIS’s Rhode Island location).7  However, according to the contracts, 
“costs for the purchase of hardware and third-party software components shall be reimbursable 
upon written acceptance of installation of such components at the Fire Department installation 
site.”  Table III shows examples of the hardware purchased by PURVIS and shipped to Purvis’s 
Rhode Island location. 

                                                        
7 The eight months are March 2006 to June 2006, April 2007, September 2008, August 2010, and September 2010. 
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 Table III 

 Examples of Hardware Purchases Made by PURVIS 
 and Delivered to Rhode Island without FDNY Pre-approval 

 

Item Description on Invoices Quantity Price Per Unit Total Cost 

Enclosures 512 Series 24 $1,998.00 $47,952.00 

Fabrication and Assembly of Printed 
Circuit Board 

265 $165.00 $43,725.00 

HDX-600Q-P Power Supply 5 $1,200.00 $6,000.00 

Tantalum Capacitors 9,500 $1.17 $11,115.00 

Fabrication of VME Panel for Line 
Card 

300 $21.00 $6,300.00 

Fabrication of VME Panel for CPC 305 $17.00 $5,185.00 

Toggle Switch 150 $5.76 $864.00 

Phone Connector 541 $0.13 $70.33 

 

Because FDNY did not pre-approve the purchases and did not oversee its assembly, FDNY has 
limited assurance that all purchases were used on FDNY projects.    

 
FDNY Did Not Ensure that PURVIS Provided 
the Best Pricing for the City 

The City would have saved at least an estimated $7.02 million if three contracts signed in 2005 
had titles that were all negotiated with the lowest hourly rate listed in the three contracts.  The 
consultant hourly rate for the same title charged by PURVIS varies among the three contracts. 
Table IV shows the hourly rates for the four titles with the largest variances among the three 
contracts. 
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Table IV 

List of Hourly Rates 

 

Design, 
Fabrication, and 

Installation 
Services for the 
Modernization 
of the Voice 

Alarm System 

Modernization of the 
Emergency Reporting 

System and the Electro-
Mechanical Alarm Display 

System 

Maintenance 
and Repair 

of the Starfire 
System** 

Hourly Rate  
Difference of  
Lowest price 
contract to 

Highest Price 
contract 

Title Rate Rate Rate Rate 
Project 

Manager I T* 
$86.36 $111.21 $113.43 $27.07 

Program 
Analyst II 

$75.22 $100.32 $102.33 $27.11 

Specialist I $62.52 $87.62 $89.37 $26.85 
Program 
Analyst I 

$52.51 $77.60 $79.15 $26.64 

*Project Manager Level I Travel rate 
**The Starfire contract includes an escalating hourly rate for each contract year. The rate used is the 
lowest hourly rate associated with the first contract year.  

 
The differences on the hourly rate among the three contracts varied from 16 percent to 51 
percent.  All three contracts were signed within a month of each other by FDNY’s Agency Chief 
Contracting Officer (ACCO).  As noted earlier, the Modernization of the ERS/EMADS project 
originally started in 2001. The project was suspended in 2003.  At that time, $13.1 million had 
been expended.  In 2005, FDNY restarted the project entering into a contract with PURVIS that 
expanded the scope of services and increased the dollar amount to $26 million.  However, 
FDNY did not renegotiate the hourly labor rates which were higher than the rates the City had 
negotiated with similar PURVIS contracts. FDNY could have negotiated less costly rates as it 
had done in another contract that was signed within a month of the 2005 ERS/EMADS contract.  

All three contracts require that “the price, warranties, benefits, terms and costs stated in the 
proposal are at least equal to or more favorable to the City than the prices, warranties benefits, 
terms and costs charged or offered to commercial customers for similar services and are 
exempt from all sales taxes.”  The three contracts were for similar services as they were 
procured utilizing the New York State OGS Backdrop Contract awarded under the same 
Request-For-Proposal.8  FDNY failed to enforce the provision in the contracts that the price be 
at least equal across contracts for similar services. Consequently, FDNY may have overpaid an 
estimated $7.02 million for the two contracts with the higher hourly rates. Table V reflects the 
estimated potential savings for the two contracts. 

                                                        
8 New York State OGS Backdrop Contracts expired on December 31, 2011. Individual contracts awarded under the backdrop 
contracts before December 31, 2011, continue to be governed under those terms.  
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Table V 

Savings on the FDNY Contracts 

 

Modernization of the 
Emergency Reporting System 

and the Electro-Mechanical 
Alarm Display System 

Maintenance and 
Repair of the 

Starfire System 
Total 

Total Labor Cost $27,712,114 $10,019,206 $37,731,320 

Total Labor Cost 
(Using the lowest 

Rate) 
$22,729,356 $7,982,303 $30,711,659 

Savings $4,982,758 $2,036,903 $7,019,661 

 
FDNY’s failure to enforce the provision of equal pricing for similar services resulted in PURVIS 
billing different hourly rates for an employee who split his work week between two FDNY 
contracts.  For example, on one contract, PURVIS billed $186 per hour for 10 hours worked by 
an employee (six hours for 8/23/2010 and four hours for 8/24/2010). On another contract, 
PURVIS billed $175 for six hours worked by the same employee (two hours for 8/23/2010 and 
four hours for 8/24/2010). In this case, the same employee is being billed at a different rate for 
hours worked during the same day depending on which contract he charged his time to.  Had 
PURVIS billed at the lower rate for both contracts, a savings of $11 per hour could have been 
achieved, resulting in a savings of $110 for the 10 hours worked. As discussed previously, 
FDNY did not require PURVIS to submit timesheets that specified what the employee worked on 
during the day so there is no control that would allow FDNY to determine whether the hours 
charged by one employee on a particular day between contracts were accurate (see Appendix 
I).  

Lack of Restriction on Mark-up Rates  

FDNY contracts do not provide a separate rate for subcontractor billings or provide any specific 
limitation for situations where PURVIS was able to obtain subcontractor personnel at 
significantly lower hourly rates than the contract-negotiated ones.  Consequently, PURVIS was 
able to charge a set hourly rate per title for services rendered whether PURVIS had an 
employee or a subcontractor perform those services. In effect, this enabled PURVIS to add a 
mark-up when it submitted an invoice for subcontractor services.  As of October 2012, 
subcontractors billed PURVIS $11.5 million for the services provided and PURVIS added a $5.8 
million “mark-up,” an average mark-up rate of nearly 50 percent, when it billed the City for 
services performed by its subcontractors.  

FDNY did not limit PURVIS’s mark-up or require PURVIS to pass any savings on to the City that 
it gained by having subcontractors perform work on these contracts.  The NYS Backdrop 
contract states, “Contractor’s principal duty shall be to obtain the ‘Best Value’ for the Issuing 
Entity which shall be entitled to all savings negotiated by the Contractor on its behalf.”  None of 
the five contracts had included a provision that would limit the mark-ups PURVIS could charge if 
it hired subcontractors.  PURVIS billed at the stated contract rates, which were significantly 
higher than the rates paid to its subcontractors, instead of passing any savings on to the City.  
PURVIS was paid a system integration fee of $355,203 on the ERS/EMADS contract, which 
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was to compensate it for profit and the risk associated with that project.  Therefore, on that 
specific contract, PURVIS was able to make a profit twice, once when it added a mark-up to the 
bills it submitted for its subcontractor services and the other time when it was paid a system 
integration fee.  

We compared the hourly rates PURVIS paid to subcontractors to the stated contract rates that 
PURVIS charged to the City and found that PURVIS charged a mark-up ranging from 9 percent 
to 288 percent.  For example, one of the subcontractors billed PURVIS $20 an hour for the 
services provided by six college interns and PURVIS billed the City using a contract-specified 
hourly rate of $53 to $78 per hour, a mark-up of 163 percent to 288 percent. PURVIS was billed 
a total of $17,080 for the services of the six college interns and added a mark-up of $35,933 
when it billed FDNY. 

It is a common practice in other municipalities to include a clause in the contract to restrict the 
contractor’s mark-up.  A review of contracts from other municipalities found that these contracts 
include a clause in their standard contract that limits contractors’ mark-ups from 0 to 10 percent.  
Table VI shows the limitation on mark-ups from other municipalities. 

Table VI 
Limitation on Mark-up 

Source Document Type Maximum Mark-up Allow

City of Los Angeles Standard Services Contract 10% 

Florida Department of 
Transportation 

Negotiation Handbook 0% 

Washington State Department of 
Transportation 

Local Agency Guidelines 4% 

Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer 
District  

Standard Agreement with 
Consultant 

0% 

Tampa Bay Water  Administrative Policy and 
Procedure Directive 650-15 

5% 

Wyoming Department of 
Transportation 

Instruction for Professional 
Consulting Services 

0% 

Maine Turnpike Authority Engineering Consultant 
General Conditions 

0% 

City of Chicago – Department of 
Procurement Services 

Request for Proposals 0% 

Environmental Programs and 
Planning Division – Port of Oakland 

Request for Proposals 5% 

 

As shown above, several local governments do not allow their contractors to charge any mark-
up on subcontractor costs. However, if FDNY included a 0 percent to 10 percent mark-up in the 
PURVIS contracts, FDNY could have saved a minimum of $4.6 million and up to $5.8 million. 

PURVIS also used a subcontractor consultant as the project manager for the Emergency 
Reporting System and Electro-Mechanical Alarm Display System contract.  In the project 
proposal, PURVIS states that the subcontractor consultant “will serve as the PURVIS Team 
Project Manager for this contract.  He will be responsible for maintaining control over the work 
duties, schedule, and performance of all PURVIS staff. He will be responsible for weekly status 
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reports, Work Plan updates, Time Distribution Reports, Meeting Summaries and attending 
status meetings.”  This individual was paid approximately $1.4 million by PURVIS and then 
PURVIS charged the City approximately $2.2 million.  In other words, PURVIS charged a mark-
up of approximately $800,000 (55 percent) for a Project Manager to direct PURVIS’s staff.  
Normally, the mark-up covers the cost of directing the consultants’ work, but in this case, the 
subcontractors’ employee is directing PURVIS’s staff on the job.  PURVIS is essentially being 
paid a premium to have a subcontractor oversee the project. 

Recommendations 

FDNY should: 

1. Consider seeking reimbursement for the $1,119,516 ($870,719 for non-travel 
staffing billed at travel rate + $248,797 for staff who did not qualify for the titles 
billed).  

FDNY Response: “Disagree. PURVIS provided two rates in their best and final offer 
during contract negotiations with FDNY. A standard New York State Office of 
General Services (NYSOGS) rate that included all potential expenses, including 
travel, and a discount rate for those employees or consultants for which they 
estimated that any additional expenses were not applicable. PURVIS then 
established the employees or consultants that would be covered by either rate. The 
standard NYSOGS rate did not preclude PURVIS from utilizing employees that may 
have limited travel, or require that such employees actually travel. It is an overall 
methodology for the vendor to recover travel related expenses for all employees 
over the term of contract utilizing hourly base rates. As such the Fire Department 
does not agree that seeking reimbursement from PURVIS is appropriate for staffing 
that the Office of the Comptroller has identified as non-travel. 

“PURVIS utilized the Programmer Analyst title for a number of individuals that 
provided services for various projects throughout the full term of the agreements. 
Moreover, at the time of the financial audit, it is our understanding that PURVIS 
provided the Office of the Comptroller audit team with information concerning the 
current title of the employees, but did not provide the titles and level of work 
performed during the period of contract performance. FDNY has identified two (2) 
employees who were listed on original staffing charts provided by PURVIS in the 
technical proposals including J.G, and H.S, both of whom provided technical 
services and were correctly invoiced. Also, it should be noted that the NYSOGS 
guidelines indicate that vendors can invoice for work other than that provided in the 
'mandatory titles' utilizing the Specialist Title as a ‘catch all’ work description. The 
Fire Department will consider additional information provided by PURVIS in respect 
to the remaining employees to determine applicability to the projects. The total 
amount to be reviewed is $80,568.91, and we will agree to seek reimbursement if it 
is determined that the work performed was not applicable to the project or the 
contract job titles.” 

Auditor Comment: While it is true that the NYSOGS rate was an inclusive rate, 
FDNY did not use the concept of an all-inclusive rate. Certain titles were negotiated 
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to include both a travel and non-travel rate while other titles had only one rate 
(either travel or non-travel). Logically, the titles with only the travel rate would mean 
any consultant in that title was required to travel and any consultant with a non-
travel rate was not required to travel. Titles with both rates would have some 
consultants traveling and some not. Alternatively, FDNY, in its response, argues that 
for those titles with only one rate, it did not matter if consultants traveled or not 
because those consultants would be paid the rate for the title. This position is not 
supported by the contract terms.  For example, in the Emergency Reporting System 
and Electro-Mechanical Alarm Display System contract, the rate for a project 
manager level III is listed as PM III T  (indicating travel rate), and the rate for a 
program analyst level I is listed as PA I (without a T).  If it did not matter whether a 
consultant traveled or not, there would be no need for FDNY to add the “T” behind 
some titles and not other titles.  We believe that if there were only a travel rate “T” 
associated with a title in the contract, then all the consultants in that title should be 
expected to travel. Otherwise, there would be no need to include a “T.” If, after the 
contract started, the person was a non-travel resource, then PURVIS should not 
have invoiced the person at a travel rate.     

In addition, FDNY claims that two of the seven individuals cited in the report were 
correctly invoiced as Programmer Analyst I. However, if FDNY closely examined the 
resumes, it would have seen that the two individuals did not meet the two-year 
experience requirement for a program analyst.  J.G. worked as both a Bench 
Technician and a Sound Engineer prior to being billed at the PA I rate.  Meanwhile, 
H.S. worked as a Senior Graphic Artist. According to the OGS contract, the 
qualification for a PA I is “Minimum of 2 years experience with writing application 
software, data analysis, data access, data structure, data manipulation, databases, 
design, programming, testing, and implementation, technical, and user 
documentation, software conversion; environments include but are not limited to 
mainframe, mid range, personal computers, laptops.”  Clearly, if FDNY closely 
reviewed the qualifications, it would have realized that both individuals did not have 
the experience to qualify as PA Is. Moreover, both PURVIS and FDNY did not 
provide any documentation to refute that the remaining five individuals were 
incorrectly billed. Therefore, we stand by our findings and believe that PURVIS 
incorrectly billed the City for the seven consultants who did not qualify as PA Is and 
believe that FDNY should consider seeking reimbursement for the $1,119,516. 

2.  Ensure that all  future contracts: 

 Include non-travel rate titles that correspond to travel rate titles when 
applicable.  

FDNY Response: “Disagree. The NYSOGS min-bid process was a unique 
solicitation process that required vendors to subsume all travel-related expenses in 
their proposed labor rates. This procurement process has expired and is not utilized 
by the Fire Department in its solicitation processes. FDNY solicitations that require 
travel by vendor staffing or consultants mandate that the costs of such travel 
expense is invoiced separately.”  
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Auditor Comment: FDNY appears to disagree for the sake of disagreeing. The 
recommendation clearly states it should be implemented when applicable.   This 
means if a similar solicitation process occurs, FDNY should ensure that both non-
travel and travel rates are incorporated in the contract. In addition, if this process 
reoccurs, FDNY needs to ensure that those consultants billed at a travel rate 
actually travelled to a FDNY location. 

 Require its contractors to provide more detailed information on the 
timesheets, including but not limited to: 

 A more detailed description by project on the work they 
performed. 

 Work location for each specific project. 

FDNY Response: “Disagree. We have determined that for most projects, the 
information provided on timesheets is sufficient to permit approval of the work and 
payment to the vendors. The FDNY requires vendors to provide information related 
to each project as applicable. In most cases, the timesheet references the project 
by a corresponding project number or work code description, or a short description 
of the work performed. The work of the staff is generally a collective effort that is 
summarized in the project reports submitted with each invoice, and in some 
projects, the work description is also included on the invoice. The FDNY carefully 
monitors the work progress throughout the term of the project, reviews the progress 
reports and monitors the ongoing deliverables. Projects vary in the need for 
supporting information, and also in the location requirements. In construction 
related projects, the vendor submits timesheets with the hours, titles and rates of 
each employee as well as the facility location where the work is being performed. 
However, consultant type projects may require contract employees at various 
locations, and as such, the need to indicate the location is not required. Locations 
are not required because the billing rates are employee specific, and not location 
related.” 

Auditor Comment: We question how FDNY could monitor work hours billed if there 
is no detail on the timesheets. The information provided on timesheets and 
supporting documents, such as a progress reports, is not sufficient to justify the 
consultants’ hours for a time and material contract.  Information provided on the 
timesheets such as a project number or work code description does not indicate the 
specific task performed by the consultant.  The progress report only focuses on the 
entire project as a whole, and lacks details regarding work performed by each 
individual consultant. The progress report would be the document that an agency 
would rely on if the contract were a flat fee one to determine that the project is, in 
fact, progressing. However, these contracts were billed on a time and material basis, 
requiring the agency to more closely review detailed timesheets to justify the 
number of hours billed.   Because a time and material contract does not provide a 
positive profit incentive for the contractor to limit billing, appropriate government 
monitoring is required to ensure work is completed in an efficient, timely, and cost-
saving manner. Therefore, FDNY should require consultants to provide more 
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detailed information on timesheets. In addition, in future contracts, work locations 
should be required if they affect the billing rates.  

3. Consider that all future contracts include a clause:  

 To ensure that the City is getting the best pricing from its contractors 
and that any cost savings are being passed along to the City.  

FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The Fire Department takes exception to the 
implication that the FDNY is not achieving the best pricing for City. The Fire 
Department utilizes a number of procurement methods to fulfill its needs for goods, 
services and construction. Most contracts are awarded through competitive sealed 
bids, and as the law makes clear, the projects are publicly solicited and awarded to 
the lowest responsive and responsible bidder. RFP's include language such that the 
award of a contract will be to the responsible proposer whose proposal is 
determined to be the highest quality and most advantageous to the City, taking into 
consideration the price and overall quality of the proposal as measured against the 
criteria set forth in the RFP. We also consider awards based on best value which is 
defined as the bid or offer that optimizes quality, cost and efficiency. The Fire 
Department always endeavors to achieve the best pricing and cost savings through 
ongoing negotiations with our vendors, and by management of the project costs and 
budget.” 

Auditor Comment: FDNY misinterpreted the intent of this recommendation. This 
potential cost-saving language came from the NYSOGS contracts and has been in 
place for many contracts.  The intent of this language is to afford governmental 
agencies the ability to get the best price from their contractors. Essentially, any 
savings negotiated by the contractor on behalf of the City should be passed along to 
the City.  If a contractor is able to negotiate a lower hourly rate for its subcontractor 
to perform certain tasks, those savings should be passed along to the City. 

 That limits the mark-up contractors can charge on services or materials 
to ensure the City is getting the best pricing from its vendors.  

FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The FDNY does not consider this requirement to be 
in the best interests of the City. Each project is different in capacity and 
requirements. With such a limitation, vendors will recover such costs through other 
variables such as increased labor and material rates to cover any deficiencies on 
the mark-up factor. As such, establishing such a mark-up cap is difficult and in some 
cases could be counter-productive Also, such a limitation may inhibit M/WBE and 
emerging vendors, who may require a greater markup in order to cover higher than 
normal costs, such as loans, bonding, insurance, administration, etc.” 

Auditor Comment: FDNY’s position is without merit. Setting a limit on mark-up in 
the contract will not have negative effects on future contracts. This practice is meant 
to control costs. Currently, many New York City contracts limit mark-up on material 
purchases and it has not had the negative impact FDNY alludes to in its response. 
Further, many other municipalities already include a clause limiting mark-up on 
subcontractor work in their contracts without any stated consequence.  It would be 
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in the best interest of the City if FDNY reconsiders its position and explores 
opportunities to limit mark-up in order to save City funds. We suggest that FDNY 
consult with the Mayor’s Office of Contracts before deciding that this 
recommendation is not in the best interest of the City.   

4. Strengthen the control on its payment approval process by: 

 Ensuring that the consultants worked the hours that FDNY is billed for. 

FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The Fire Department disagrees with the position 
taken by the Office of the Comptroller audit team that its payment approval policies 
need to be strengthened. The Fire Department maintains a thorough payment 
approval process and verifies consultant working hours. FDNY Project Management 
and Contract Administration thoroughly review all the invoices and supporting 
documentation for reasonableness to facilitate the acceptance of the deliverables 
and services, and approve the payments. FDNY Project Management closely 
monitored project deliverables including time expended by PURVIS employees and 
consultants on specific project tasks. Our Project Managers were aware of the 
contract format and project budgets, and worked to assure proper cost containment 
for each project. They used professional judgment in reviewing each invoice and the 
accompanying timesheets, progress reports and other materials, to facilitate their 
acceptance of the deliverables and services, and approve the payments.” 

Auditor Comment: PURVIS invoiced FDNY on a time and material basis, yet the 
timesheets that FDNY reviewed did not record the daily times the consultants 
started and ended their work days or indicate the specific tasks accomplished each 
day. We find it difficult to understand how FDNY could verify the consultants’ work 
hours when the timesheets do not have the detailed description of the work 
performed or the actual time spent on each specific task.  Without sufficient detail, 
FDNY cannot determine if PURVIS billed for the consultants’ time accurately. The 
fact that FDNY did not verify the consultants’ work hours is further supported by 
FDNY project managers who stated that timesheets were used to monitor which 
consultants worked on the project but were not used to verify the work hours each 
individual consultant billed under the contract.  According to the FDNY project 
managers, invoices are usually approved as long as the billed amount does not 
exceed the budgeted cost for each deliverable.  FDNY needs to reconsider its 
position as it applies to those contracts invoiced on a time and material basis to 
ensure work is completed in a timely and cost-efficient manner. 

 Verifying the work location of consultants to ensure that the correct 
hourly rate is being used to bill the City. 

FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The Fire Department disagrees with the position that 
such verification practices are not in place within the agency. FDNY does verify the 
appropriate invoicing rate for employees in such instances where there are different 
levels of billing or other such unique situations. In the contracts audited by the Office 
of the Comptroller, locations are not required because the NYSOGS rate was not 
dependent upon actual travel. The standard NYSOGS rate did not preclude 
PURVIS from utilizing employees that may have limited travel, or require that such 
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employees actually travel. FDNY and PURVIS negotiated final rates to reduce costs 
from the standard NYSOGS rates based on the employee designation and their 
skills, not by the location of work.” 

Auditor Comment: The FDNY contracts we reviewed contradict FDNY’s response 
that it utilized the NYSOGS’ all-inclusive rates. In its PURVIS contracts, FDNY did 
not utilize the NYSOGS rate, but instead FDNY negotiated hourly rates that 
specified whether the consultant would travel (adding a T designation at the end of 
the title) or would not travel (no T designation). By negotiating travel and non-travel 
rates, FDNY would need to closely monitor the location where a consultant would 
work. As previously discussed, FDNY did not monitor the work location and, 
therefore, cannot claim that it verified the appropriate invoicing rate.  FDNY needs 
to revaluate its position and verify the work location of consultants if the hourly rate 
is affected by consultants’ work locations. 

 Ensuring consultants qualify for the title they are using to bill the City. 

FDNY Response: “Agree.” 

 Ensuring that hardware purchased by the contractor is necessary and 
only used on a FDNY project.  FDNY should pre-approve all hardware 
purchases in writing, especially items sent to a non-FDNY site. 

FDNY Response: “Agree.” 

 Ensuring that contractor payments on hardware purchases are being 
made in accordance with the contract terms. 

FDNY Response: “Agree.” 

 Requiring supervisory signature by its vendor prior to the submission of 
subcontractor timesheets. 

FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The FDNY acknowledges that the subcontractor 
timesheet should be signed by the subcontractor employee and by the 
subcontractor project manager. However, sign-off by the primary vendor may not be 
applicable since they may not have supervised the work, but have accepted the 
deliverable. The acceptance of the deliverable by the prime constitutes acceptance 
of the timesheets and representations of the subcontractor. In the same manner, if 
FDNY does not coordinate or supervise any direct work of the prime contractor 
employees or consultants, then their timesheets are not countersigned by FDNY 
Project Managers.” 

Auditor Comment: Because subcontractors invoiced on a time and material basis, 
FDNY’s response that the primary vendor did not supervise the work of the 
subcontractors’ consultants is not acceptable. FDNY does not seem to understand 
that accepting a deliverable does not provide any assurance that the hours invoiced 
and associated costs are accurate.   

5. Ensure that contractors awarded multiple contracts for similar services are 
providing the best price on those contracts.  
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FDNY Response: “Disagree.  The FDNY utilizes competitive procurement 
processes to obtain the best pricing and best value in the interest of the City and the 
taxpayers. Procurement responses are reviewed to determine if they are in 
conformance with the budgeted amount, and reviewed in relation to other 
responses, market conditions, and other vendor pricing. Negotiations are conducted 
with responsive and responsible vendors to obtain the best pricing and value 
regardless of whether it is a single award or multiple contracts over several years.” 

Auditor Comment: Although FDNY claims to negotiate best pricing, our audit has 
found that FDNY did not do an effective analysis of three time and material 
contracts that were signed within a month of each other.  Specifically, FDNY did not 
ensure that the same contractor who was awarded multiple contracts to provide 
similar services did so at a comparative price. Furthermore, it is difficult to 
understand how FDNY can disagree with this recommendation when, as discussed 
in this report, the same individual was billed by PURVIS at vastly different rates 
depending on the contract to which he/she was assigned. FDNY needs to 
objectively consider the issues, reassess its position, and consider the 
recommendations discussed in this report.  
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DISCUSSION OF FDNY’S AND PURVIS’S RESPONSES 
TO AUDIT FINDINGS 

 
Finding: Internal Control Weakness in FDNY’s Contract Negotiating and Payment 
Approval Processes. 

FDNY Response: “FDNY Project Management and Contract Administration thoroughly review 
all the invoices and supporting documentation for reasonableness to facilitate the acceptance of 
the deliverables and services, and approve the payments. With the exception of certain approval 
requirements, the FDNY does not accept the conclusion of the Office of the Comptroller. 

The Office of the Comptroller concluded that FDNY managed the contracts as fixed price rather 
than as the required time and material with a fixed price cap, thus resulting in the projects being 
completed at a higher cost than necessary. FDNY Project Management closely monitored 
project deliverables including time expended by PURVIS employees and consultants on specific 
project tasks. The FDNY Project Managers were aware of the contract format and project 
budgets, and worked to assure proper cost containment for each project. 

Moreover, the FDNY Project Managers used professional judgment in reviewing each invoice 
and the accompanying timesheets, progress reports and other materials, to facilitate their 
acceptance of the deliverables and services, and approve the payments. It should also be noted 
that the review and acceptance process for each invoice entailed extensive review by each 
project team, and in the case where questions were raised for any portion of the invoice, the 
FDNY Project Manager was in contact with PURVIS to ensure any and all errors were corrected 
prior to the sign-off of the invoice package for any given month. 

 Locations are not required because the final rates negotiated were 
employee specific, and not location related. 

 As professional employees, each PURVIS employee certified on their 
timesheet that the hours incurred on each day were in accordance with 
PURVIS Systems policies and procedures. The requirement to list the 
sign-in and sign-out times was not required. 

 The FDNY sign-off on the invoice package with all timesheets and 
supporting documentation adequately satisfies the project manager 
approval requirement. 

 The FDNY acknowledges that in the case where a subcontractor 
employee timesheet is not countersigned by the subcontractor manager, 
then this should be corrected. However, sign-off by the primary vendor 
may not be applicable since they may not have supervised the work, but 
have accepted the deliverable. The acceptance of the deliverable by the 
prime constitutes acceptance of the timesheets and representations of the 
subcontractor. In the same manner, if FDNY does not coordinate or 
supervise any direct work of the prime contractor employees or 
consultants, then their timesheets are not countersigned by FDNY Project 
Managers. We do not feel this represents a significant risk in contract 
monitoring and administration.” 
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Auditor Comment: We would agree with FDNY’s claim that it “thoroughly review[s] all the 
invoices and supporting documentation for reasonableness to facilitate the acceptance of the 
deliverables and services, and approve the payments” if these were fixed price contracts.  
However, the contracts discussed in this report were time and material (T&M) contracts with not-
to-exceed amounts. A T&M contract provides no profit incentive to the contractor for labor 
efficiency or cost control. Therefore, effective monitoring of T&M contract requires appropriate 
government oversight to give reasonable assurance that effective cost controls are being used. 
Under a T&M contract, project managers need to closely monitor contractor performance by 
verifying labor hours to specific labor categories.   

However, as discussed in this report, FDNY did not require PURVIS to provide the necessary 
information for it to ensure that PURVIS completed projects in a timely and efficient manner and 
at the least cost possible. Had this information been provided, FDNY’s project managers could 
have provided the required oversight to verify hours billed by task to an appropriate budget 
amount and determine if there were variances from the budgeted or anticipated costs.  This 
process is necessary to ensure that work was performed in a timely and cost-effective manner. 

Progress reports focus on the completion status of project deliverables, not on cost savings. 
These reports do not break down the details performed by each consultant on a particular day to 
the amount of hours billed.  It is virtually impossible to monitor T&M contracts from progress 
reports. 

FDNY also responded that sign-off on a subcontractor’s timesheets by the primary vendor may 
not be applicable because it might not have supervised the work, but have accepted the 
deliverable. FDNY’s response is implausible.  If PURVIS as the prime vendor is responsible for 
all deliverables, including those completed by its subcontractors, PURVIS should have attested 
to the accuracy of time spent by their subcontractors in completing the deliverables by signing 
off on their timesheets.   

FDNY needs to reassess its position and take a more in-depth review of its contract monitoring 
practices rather than the one it implied in its response. 

Finding: Insufficient Details on Consultants’ Timesheets. 

FDNY’s Response: “The Office of the Comptroller noted that FDNY did not require consultant 
timesheets to include a detailed description of the work performed, the work location (which they 
claim affected the rate paid), the actual daily start and end time worked on each task or project, 
the FDNY Project Manager signature indicating oversight of the work performed, and the lack of 
PURVIS approval of subcontractor's timesheets. 

Each invoice and underlying timesheet had project codes that indicated the specific work that 
the contractor employee or consultant performed, as shown in a detailed contract project plan. 
As such, a detailed description of the work was not required. PURVIS has represented that this 
methodology is consistent with the requirements of their Federal contracts. 

PURVIS provided two rates in their best and final offer. A standard rate New York State Office of 
General Services (NYSOGS) rate that included all potential expenses, including travel, and a 
separate discount rate for those employees or consultants for which they estimated that any 
additional expenses were not applicable. PURVIS then established the employees or 
consultants that would be covered by either rate. The contract rates are the standard rates used 
for all employees except for a separate tier of employees who receive a discount rate. The 
standard NYSOGS rate did not preclude PURVIS from utilizing employees that may have limited 
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travel, or require that such employees actually travel. The use of the "T" in the rate is a 
misnomer; there is only one rate in most categories. It is an overall methodology for the vendor 
to recover travel related expenses for all employees over the term of contract utilizing hourly 
base rates. Furthermore, FDNY and PURVIS negotiated final rates to reduce costs from the 
standard NYSOGS rates based on the employee designation and their skills, not by the location 
of work. As a result, the FDNY achieved a cost savings of $4.7 million for the labor portion of the 
ERS/EMADS project and the Voice Alarm project. 

The FDNY response to the first set of findings addresses the issues noted concerning the daily 
start and end time worked on each task or project, the FDNY Project Manager signature 
indicating oversight of the work performed, and the PURVIS approval of subcontractor's 
timesheets.” 

PURVIS Response:  “The contracts specified only one rate that could be billed for ‘PM3’ 
professionals – and the ‘PM3’ rate was defined in the contracts as including travel, meals and 
lodging costs. As a reflection of our commitment to manage and reduce costs for the FDNY, 
during the contract negotiation process, we proactively identified and defined a rate (the ‘PA2’ 
rate) that removed built-in travel costs for non-travelling professionals.  In addition, please be 
assured that the professionals tested on the Starfire contract travelled regularly and that we 
have travel expense reports submitted by these individuals detailing this travel.”   

Auditor Comment: We disagree with the FDNY and PURVIS responses. Our audit identified 
nine consultants who did not travel, yet PURVIS billed and FDNY accepted a travel rate when 
paying for the consultants’ hours.  FDNY and PURVIS indicated that the contract hourly rates 
are based on OGS rates that are all inclusive of travel and it did not matter if the consultant 
actually traveled. As previously discussed, prior to the signing of the contracts, FDNY and 
PURVIS negotiated certain OGS rates.  These rates, which included travel, non-travel, or both, 
were subsequently incorporated into the signed contracts.  At this point, it does not matter 
whether an OGS rate is all-inclusive of travel. FDNY should have followed what was negotiated 
in the contract and applied the appropriate criteria to all consultants.  FDNY needs to reassess 
its position and reconsider recouping the money that was paid for the hours that were incorrectly 
billed as travel. 

Finding: Questionable PURVIS Titles Billed. 

FDNY Response: “PURVIS utilized the Programmer Analyst title for a number of individuals 
that provided services to various projects throughout the full term of the agreements. Moreover, 
at the time of the financial audit, it is our understanding that PURVIS provided the Office of the 
Comptroller audit team with information concerning the current titles of their employees, but did 
not provide the title and level of work performed during the period of contract performance. 
FDNY has identified two (2) employees who were listed on original staffing charts provided by 
PURVIS in the technical proposals including J.G, and H.S, both of whom provided technical 
services and were correctly invoiced. Also, it should be noted that the NYSOGS guidelines 
indicate that vendors can invoice for work other than that provided in the 'mandatory titles' 
utilizing the Specialist Title as a "catch all" work description. 

This invoicing is of a limited nature considering the overall magnitude and duration of the 
contracts (less than 0.2% of the total contact cost). PURVIS is currently reviewing the invoices 
to determine if other staffing may have performed work related to the scope and project titles.” 

PURVIS Response: “We use the U.S. government’s Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and 
cost accounting standards when determining how employees should accurately and fairly record 
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their time worked on each contract.  We apply that methodology consistently across all 
contracts. We use this approach for the work we do for the Department of Defense, commercial 
customers, and municipalities. We, and our customers, find it is a strong and clear set of 
guidelines that result in high value and successful work product. This is the methodology we 
used on the FDNY contracts. 

After receiving your questions about some of the professionals who were billed at program 
analyst rates, and on further reflection, perhaps we should have billed these individuals as 
Specialists – or perhaps requested an ancillary labor category be added to the contract so we 
could bill these individuals at a separate rate. We will be making that change moving forward on 
all new engagements. 

We would like to note that these questioned hours represent less than one half of 1% of the total 
dollars billed under the contracts that were audited.” 

Auditor Comment:  FDNY’s and PURVIS’s explanations are without merit. According to the 
OGS contract requirements, the qualification for a PA I is a “Minimum of 2 years experience with 
writing application software, data analysis, data access, data structure, data manipulation, 
databases, design, programming, testing, and implementation, technical, and user 
documentation, software conversion; environments include but are not limited to mainframe, mid 
range, personal computers, laptops.”  Both consultants did not have the two years of qualifying 
experience required for PA Is. J.G. worked as both a Bench Technician and a Sound Engineer 
prior to being billed as working as a PA I, and H.S. worked as a Senior Graphic Artist. Moreover, 
PURVIS and FDNY did not provide any documentation to refute that the five remaining 
individuals were incorrectly billed.  

Even though PURVIS acknowledges that both consultants were not billed correctly and did not 
provide information on the remaining five, FDNY has yet to indicate whether it would seek 
recoupment of the $247,797 regardless of how much these questionable billings represent. It 
should be evident by its response that FDNY does not acknowledge the deficiencies in its 
contract monitoring.  

Finding: Inadequate Oversight on Hardware Purchases. 

FDNY Response: “FDNY maintains that we had adequate control over the hardware purchases 
made by PURVIS. The Office of the Comptroller notes that hardware purchases made by 
PURVIS were not pre-approved by FDNY as required by the Voice Alarm and Patient Tracking 
contracts, and that FDNY agreed to pay for component purchases prior to completion and 
acceptance of the system. 

FDNY acknowledges that we did not pre-approve certain hardware purchases and authorized 
payment for component purchases; however, we had bi-weekly meetings to discuss the project 
requirements including hardware procurement. The FDNY Project Manager, working with the 
PURVIS Project Manager, was able to qualify that the products purchased by PURVIS were 
needed for the system without pre-authorization. 

Moreover, in its initial best and final offers to the FDNY for the ERS/EMADS Modernization and 
Voice Alarm Modernization, PURVIS predicated their cost proposals on the opportunity to 
invoice the hardware and software upon receipt at their facility, although the terms of this offer 
were not included within the contract. We do agree that such authorization should have been 
included within the terms of the contract or approved by a change order prior to invoicing the 
hardware. 
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However, as the project progressed, and due to the extensive delays in contract progress that 
were imposed upon PURVIS by the City for both the ERS/EMADS and Voice Alarm project, 
without a request by PURVIS for a contract increase due to these City imposed delays, FDNY 
subsequently agreed to mitigate their financial burdens by authorizing PURVIS to pre-purchase 
certain project material. Additionally, hardware payments were paid incrementally as the 
systems moved through implementation; not all hardware was paid for upfront. 

For Patient Tracking, FDNY authorized PURVIS to expeditiously procure certain completed 
components of the system such as tablet PCs and software licensing in order to commence the 
pilot testing. FDNY anticipated that the acceptance of the pilot would result in delays and 
authorized payment of the components to minimize financial impact on the vendor. Moreover, 
although the pilot was accepted, the implementation of the production was delayed by FDNY for 
more than one year as a result of a different, but related project that was under review. Once 
testing was completed and the pilot was successful, the authorization for purchasing all units for 
a citywide deployment was given.” 

Auditor Comment: FDNY had established adequate controls over hardware purchases as 
prescribed in its agreement.  However, once FDNY decided to bypass those controls and forgo 
pre-approving hardware purchases, it weakened its assurance that funds were being spent 
appropriately and that assets were being properly safeguarded.  Given the large quantity of 
products purchased, we do not believe bi-weekly meetings are enough to qualify the products 
purchased.   

Finding: FDNY Did Not Ensure that PURVIS Provided the Best Pricing for the City. 

FDNY Response: “The contracts were solicited and negotiated over a varied period of time for 
unrelated scopes of work requiring different skills sets and levels of effort in each pricing 
category. 

ERS/EMADS Modernization ("ERS/EMADS") required extensive engineering design and ramp-
up capability to undertake the transition of a project that was managed exclusively by another 
vendor utilizing exclusive software coding. Alternately, Voice Alarm Modernization ("Voice 
Alarm") was consistently managed by PURVIS. They had a thorough knowledge of the system, 
and therefore did not project the need for staffing with higher skills. The FDNY negotiated 
extensively with the vendor to receive substantial savings to the City for the contract awards. 
Table I, as listed in the financial audit report, does not truly represent the timeframes of the 
solicitation and award processes. ERS/EMADS was not awarded in 2005, but originally 
registered in 2001, and subsequently reregistered 4 years later. Attached is a table that clarifies 
the timing of the solicitations and awards: 
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PURVIS Contract Award 

Contract Number Description Solicitation 
Released 

Contractor 
Selected 

Contract Awarded 

857X250361 
20050026936 

ERS/EMADS 
Modernization 9/2000 6/2001 

10/5/2001(original)
4/18/2005(re-
register) 

2005002853 

Voice Alarm 
Modernization 

11/13/2001 120002 3/14/2005

20050027685 

Starfire 
Maintenance and 
Upgrades 

4/9/2004 9/2004 3/7/2005 

20060016487 
ERS/Voice Alarm 
Maintenance and 
Repair 

12/2004 4/2005 11/07/2005 

 

In the summer of 2003, the City determined that it would review the communication and 
dispatch capacities of the Fire Department and Police Department. The ongoing ERS/EMADS 
project was placed on indefinite hold, and the award of the Voice Alarm contract was also 
delayed. In late 2004, the City decided that the Fire Department and Police Department would 
have a combined PSAC. PURVIS could continue work on ERS/EMADS with additional work for 
the PSAC, and the Voice Alarm project could be awarded. At the time ERS/EMADS was 
originally awarded, intergovernmental service contracts were awarded through DCAS, who then 
issued a purchase order on behalf of the Fire Department for the initial project encumbrance. At 
a later time, this process was changed (refer to attached memo from Mayor's Office of Contract 
Services (MOCS) dated 11/25/03), and all new intergovernmental service contracts were 
awarded directly by the agency utilizing a standardized formal contract. Inasmuch as the 
encumbered amount on the DCAS purchase order was expended and we could not renew the 
purchase order, the ERS/EMADS project required re-registration under the new format as 
agreed to by the Comptroller and MOCS, utilizing the same original pricing structure, scope and 
terms of the DCAS award, with a change in the contract amount to allow for authorized 
additional work as per Section 4-02(1(b) (ii) of the PPB Rules. The additional work did not 
constitute a material scope change that would entail a new solicitation per Section 402 (2). 

With respect to all of the PURVIS contracts, the FDNY negotiated the pricing over different 
timeframes and achieved extensive cost savings for the City. However, the negotiations for 
three of the contracts: ERS/EMADS, Voice Alarm and Starfire Maintenance and Upgrades 
("Starfire") requires a further understanding of the type of work, volumes and performance 
requirements, as well as the negotiations at the time of award, which affected the final pricing 
structure for each contract. For example, there is a negotiated savings of almost $4.7 million for 
the ERS/EMADS and Voice Alarm contracts in the labor category, and an overall savings of 
$12.7 million for labor and hardware: 

Negotiated Labor Savings 
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Name of Project Original Labor
Offer 

Best and Final 
Offer 

Savings 

ERS/EMADS $28,119,400.70 $25,154,149.04 $2,965,251.66 
Voice Alarm Modernization $ 9,184,703.,67 $ 7,481,892.50 $1,702,811.17 
Total Savings $4,668,062.83  

Total Contract Savings 

Name of Project Original Offer Best and Final Offer Savings 

ERS/EMADS $42,790,423 $33,156,546 $ 9,633,877 

VA Modernization $14,329,529 $11,261,374 $ 3,068,155 

Total Savings $12,702,032 

 
ERS/EMADS was negotiated with PURVIS in 2001 for the complete upgrade of a critical system 
that was previously designed and maintained by a different vendor. These negotiations resulted 
in a final price offer which improved upon the original pricing. The Voice Alarm project was 
negotiated almost two years after the initiation of the ERS/EMADS solicitation. This project 
involved work for which PURVIS had extensive familiarity and work experience. Initially, in the 
Voice Alarm proposal, PURVIS had proposed rates that were similar to and slightly higher than 
their existing ERS/EMADS contract. Through extensive negotiations by FDNY, PURVIS agreed 
to a reduction of the rates only for the Voice Alarm project, which took into consideration the 
overall award volume and the skills required to execute a different type of system. 

The Starfire contract was solicited and negotiated almost four years after the ERS/EMADS was 
awarded in 2001. The Starfire contract is in part a requirements type contract, where the work is 
awarded for upgrades on an as-needed basis, without any guarantee of any work or dollar 
volume. As such, there are different labor rates for each year of the contract, and not a fixed 
rate for the entire term, as provided for in ERS/EMADS and Voice Alarm. PURVIS agreed on 
negotiated pricing in year 1 (2005) that was approximately 2% higher than their final prices in 
the ERS/EMADs contract of 2001. This should be compared to the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
inflationary rate increase of 9% for the same time period, and represents a significant 
opportunity savings for the City. 

Moreover, the ERS/EMADS and Voice Alarm rates were fixed for the full five year term of the 
contract, and although the City imposed a delay of two years for both projects, PURVIS agreed 
to hold their pricing until completion of the work. 

The Office of the Comptroller audit team did not perform a reasonable analysis of the costs, 
technical evaluations, and different offers at different time frames using different staffing levels, 
requirements and technical expertise, and subsequently leveled all contract costs to the same 
amount in order to produce an artificial cost analysis. The FDNY was fully aware of the 
differential in the costs and required services, when it commenced negotiations with the vendor. 
The financial audit analysis fails to take into account the dynamics of such negotiations during 
the varying timeframes, and produces a potential cost savings that is not realistic or 
representative of the negotiations. 

The rates provided by PURVIS were highly competitive compared to the marketplace and 
remain so at this time consistently being upwards of 20% lower than other vendors that have the 
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capacity and ability to perform similar projects. The Fire Department consistently performs cost 
and pricing analysis for its solicitations to determine if the awards are fair and reasonable. Such 
analysis includes a review of the competing offers, market costs, and pricing from other qualified 
vendors for work of a similar nature. 

Given the results of the competition and the best and final negotiations and ultimately the 
services received, we believe that FDNY accomplished the goal of obtaining the best pricing for 
the City.” 

Auditor Comment: Our review found that the three contracts referred to in the report were all 
for similar services.  They were procured utilizing the OGS Backdrop Contract awarded under 
the same Request for Proposal. Therefore, it is our contention that FDNY did not do a thorough 
analysis to determine the reasonableness of the costs when compared to the similar contracts 
being signed at the same time. Instead, it priced each contract separately.   FDNY also claimed 
that the contracts required different skills sets. However, we found that a number of consultants 
actually worked on various aspects of all three projects.  If each of the contracts required 
different skills sets, it would not be possible for the same consultant to work on multiple projects. 
In fact, the same person performed the same task on the same day, yet was billed to FDNY at 
two different rates because his time was split between contracts. 

Even though the ERS/EMADS, Voice Alarm, and Starfire contracts were solicited and negotiated 
over different periods of time, there were several opportunities to negotiate the final rates before 
the contracts were signed. FDNY should have asked PURVIS to match the price offered on the 
Voice Alarm contract before it re-registered the ERS/EMADS contract for a second time or 
awarded the Starfire contract. Because the two other contracts offered similar services and 
utilized the same OGS titles, FDNY should have been aware of the lower hourly rate negotiated 
in the Voice Alarm contract and required PURVIS to provide the City with the hourly rates 
agreed upon in the Voice Alarm contract.   

We question why FDNY is so averse to this issue when it’s been shown that a significant cost 
saving could have been achieved had it compared the pricing of these three contracts. Going 
forward, FDNY needs to reconsider its position so that the most reasonable rates can be 
achieved.  

Finding: Lack of Restriction on Mark-up Rates. 

FDNY Response: “The price schedules in the solicitations and contract did not require any 
separate pricing for subcontracting services, nor were these contracts established as ‘cost plus’ 
contracts. Moreover, the pricing structure established was consistent with the project 
methodology provided by NYSOGS in their pricing guidelines to State and local agencies. This 
methodology was structured so that the vendor can propose a fixed labor rate for each 
NYSOGS title. This rate was then utilized for both prime contractor employees and 
subcontractor consultants. 

The FDNY followed this recommended methodology in its procurement process. As such, 
PURVIS provided ‘blended’ uniform labor rates for both their direct employees and consultants, 
and this was the basis of their cost proposal. The Office of the Comptroller auditors also did not 
address PURVIS' underlying operational costs for the project including all overhead, payroll, and 
profit. The report focuses solely on the ability to limit the mark-up for subcontracting, without 
taking into any consideration of the risk basis undertaken by a vendor using uniform pricing 
without any escalation for at least a decade of work. 
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Conversely, allowing the vendor to supply subcontractors on a direct cost or cost plus basis 
could be considered non-competitive for it may fail to provide adequate cost control. In this 
instance an agency's cost control basis could be cited for its failure to provide uniform rates for 
both employees and subcontractors, if in such cases, the subcontractor rates for same level of 
work exceeded that of the direct employee billing rate. 

The Office of the Comptroller also fails to realize that if the mark-up was limited by the Fire 
Department, the contract negotiations would also have had a far different outcome. Considering 
that PURVIS would rely on lower cost recovery for subcontractors through the cost-plus pricing 
restriction, then the vendor would increase the contractor labor and material rates to a higher 
level than currently in contract to make up for lost revenue. Firms generally have an 
understanding of the total cost of a project, and while attempting to be competitive, they will try 
to recoup their costs and profit regardless of the pricing structure. The end result would be that 
the cost basis in each contract could very well be the same or even somewhat higher, since cost 
plus has a tendency to limit cost containment. 

The use of uniform blended rates for both subcontractor and direct employee rates was 
determined to be a fair and reasonable basis for control of project costs and rates, and the 
FDNY maintains that it achieved significant overall costs savings for the duration of the 
projects.” 

PURVIS Response: “In response to your first finding, please know that the professionals 
identified were billed according to the tasks they performed for specific labor categories. And 
they were billed according to the rates specified in the contracts (in this case, program 
analysts/specialists).  It is inaccurate to suggest we added a mark-up to the cost of these 
services prior to billing FDNY. We added nothing. 

It is also useful to note here that the amount of the billings most strenuously questioned above 
(23 hours total time) amounted to $1,784.80 – out of a total of $93.5 million in billings that were 
reviewed.  

In response to your second finding, please know that a ‘system integration fee’ is materials 
handling and overhead costs connected to specific materials purchased under the contract. 
These costs are separate from the labor costs associated with working with those materials to 
realize the contract’s objectives. This overhead is applied to all materials purchases, across all 
contracts and customers. As a result, it is inaccurate to suggest the company inappropriately 
billed on the ERS/EMADS contract by receiving a systems-integration fee.” 

Auditor Comment: FDNY’s position is complete speculation. FDNY stated that limiting the 
mark-up would result in a vendor charging subcontractors rates that would exceed the direct 
employee billing rate was not applicable to this contract. On these contracts, the subcontractors 
billed PURVIS substantially less than what PURVIS charged FDNY.  In any case, FDNY could 
have simply included a contract clause to keep the subcontractor rates below the employee 
billing rate in order to have better cost control on the project.  Further, FDNY’s position that 
allowing the vendor to supply subcontractors on a direct cost or cost plus basis could be 
considered non-competitive for it may fail to provide adequate cost control is unsupportive. As 
shown in this report, it is common practice among other municipalities to include a clause in 
their contracts to limit a contractor’s mark-up.  

We are baffled by PURVIS’s statement that it did not add a mark-up. The amount invoiced by 
the subcontractors increased by $5.8 million when PURVIS invoiced FDNY. PURVIS made a 
very large mark-up. PURVIS does not want to admit that it added a mark-up, which is evidenced 
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by PURVIS’s failure to address the example in the report where a $35,933 mark-up was added 
to the $17,080 in subcontractor billings for the services of six college interns.  

In addition, PURVIS misinterpreted the system integration fee.  According to the OGS Backdrop 
Contract, the system integration fee “is a fee paid for System Integration services, including 
profit and risk assumed by Contractor associated with SI project.”  In its response, PURVIS 
explained that the fee is associated with material purchases, which clearly conflicts with the 
definition stated in the contract.  Because the contract definition of the system integration fee 
was incorrectly applied by PURVIS, we believe a mark-up should not have been allowed after 
PURVIS was paid a system integration fee.  FDNY should reconsider its position and attempt to 
recoup the mark-up added or the $355,203 system integration fee. 
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DETAILED SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives.  We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable 
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  This audit was conducted 
in accordance with the audit responsibilities of the City Comptroller as set forth in Chapter 5, 
§93, of the New York City Charter. 

The scope period of this audit was July 1, 2004, to October 2012.  

To achieve our audit objectives, we reviewed all five PURVIS contracts and the change orders 
provided by FDNY.  To gain an understanding of both PURVIS’s and FDNY’s internal controls 
over the billing practice and payment approval process, we interviewed relevant personnel such 
as PURVIS’s Chief Financial Officer, Controller, Senior Revenue Analyst, and FDNY officials.  
We conducted a walk-through meeting with PURVIS’s officials regarding the billing practice and 
a meeting with the FDNY’s officials regarding the payment approval process.  We also 
conducted a meeting with FDNY’s project managers regarding the timesheet review process.  
We documented the results through written narratives, memoranda, and flowcharts.  

To determine the completeness and accuracy of PURVIS’s timesheets, we judgmentally 
selected March 2006 to June 2006, April 2007, September 2008, August 2010, and September 
2010 as our sample period.  During the sample period, FDNY paid PURVIS $7,500,231 for 
services provided under these five contracts.  We reviewed the consultants’ timesheets and 
compared the number of hours reported on the timesheets with the data extracted from Deltek 
Time and Expense.9  We reviewed invoices and their supporting documents to determine if 
invoices were properly approved and supported.  We also reconciled timesheet hours to the 
invoices to ensure that the hours were accurately billed.  To determine if the correct hourly rate 
was used for work performed at different locations, we obtained and reviewed the day-to-day 
job location for the consultants and compared them to the hourly rates they used to bill the City. 
To determine if consultants worked on multiple contracts, we reconciled the Labor Summary 
Reports for all five contracts.10  We also reviewed the timesheets for the consultants who 
worked on multiple City contracts to determine if they double billed for any hours.  To determine 
whether the consultants were qualified to work in their titles, we obtained and compared the 
qualification and job descriptions of their respective office titles with the qualifications of their 
respective billing titles.    

We also reviewed the supporting documents on hardware purchases to determine if the 
purchases were properly approved.  To determine if FDNY consistently negotiated the best 
contract price for the three PURVIS contracts initiated in 2005, we compared the consultant 
hourly rates for each contract.  To determine the difference between the contract-negotiated 
rates PURVIS billed FDNY and the hourly rates PURVIS actually paid subcontractors, we 
compared the subcontractors’ hourly rates billed PURVIS with the hourly rate PURVIS billed the 
City. We then compared the percentage differences to rates allowed by other municipalities 
across the country.  The results of the above tests while not projected to the respective 

                                                        
9 Deltek Time and Expense is a web-based timekeeping software used by PURVIS.  
10The Labor Summary Reports are reports extracted from Deltek that provide the name and title of the consultants who work on a 
particular project. 
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populations from which the samples were drawn, provided a reasonable basis for us to satisfy 
our objectives. 



APPENDIX I  

 

 

Sample of PURVIS Employee Timesheet 
 

 



APPENDIX II 
 

 

Sample of PURVIS Subcontractor Timesheet 



APPENDIX III 

 

 

Description of PURVIS Administrative Titles 

Title Description 

Administrative 
Assistant 

Perform various administrative duties such as reception duties, 
handling incoming and outgoing mail, processing timecards, filing and 
some word processing. 

Graphic Artist Design or create graphic to meet specific commercial or promotional 
needs, such as packaging, displays, or logos. 

Purchasing Clerk Coordinate the purchasing and tracking of material in support of various 
projects, responsible for purchasing quality materials and services to 
support the project schedules. 

Facilities Manager Primarily responsible for the oversight of all administrative, personnel, 
and safety responsibilities for the operating location. 

Contracts / Financial 
Analyst 

Financial support of contractual requirements including development, 
maintenance, and update of financial databases and spreadsheets; 
generation of various financial reports; financial analysis of assigned 
contracts; and support to program/project managers in managing, 
tracking, monitoring, and reporting financial data. 

Contract Manager Duties include administration of contracts and subcontracts, validating 
and processing subcontractor invoices, resolution of contractual issues, 
and other duties. 

 






















































































